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REGENERATE AUSTRALIA: YOU’RE MAKING IT HAPPEN!
How you’re
helping reverse the
extinction crisis

Because of you,
more koalas
will be saved

© Adrian Mann

The woylies are
coming back,
thanks to you!
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MILLION-DOLLAR BOOST FOR WILDLIFE RECOVERY

Despite this catastrophic toll, your support
has kept our researchers in the field,
more than one year on, conducting vital
assessments. And now that persistence
we’ve shown together has been massively
boosted with a $1.29 million grant from
Google’s philanthropic arm, Google.org,
and the launch of ‘An Eye on Recovery’.
The project will install over 600 sensor
cameras to monitor wildlife in bushfireaffected landscapes, including the Blue
Mountains, East Gippsland, South East
Queensland and Kangaroo Island, where
the first cameras have been set up.

After bushfires destroyed half of the island,
we all feared the worst for species like the
critically endangered Kangaroo Island
dunnart. This latest technology will expand
on the support you so generously gave
towards bushfire recovery. It will help locate
remaining wildlife and inform urgent
plans for their long-term survival. In exciting
news, early reports from Kangaroo Island
have indicated that dunnarts have been
recorded on our cameras!
© Kangaroo Island Landscape
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Our worst-ever bushfires caused the
largest single loss of wildlife in modern
history. Nearly 3 billion native animals
were impacted by the fires – leaving
119 threatened species needing
urgent intervention.

Discover more about your impact
at wwf.org.au/bushfire

A message from CEO, Dermot O’Gorman

REGENERATE AUSTRALIA TAKES A GIANT LEAP FORWARD
© WWF-Australia

It’s hard to imagine a better start to
Regenerate Australia – our largest and
most innovative plan ever to restore our land
and help reverse the extinction crisis. I know
we have you to thank for that, and words can’t
express the depth of my gratitude.
This issue of Living Planet demonstrates your
impact. You’ve already given a flying start to
two of Regenerate Australia’s cornerstones –
Koalas Forever and Towards Two Billion
Trees – with your record outpouring of support.
Remarkably, that deluge of kindness has
continued with your response for our recent
Friends of the Koala campaign, featured opposite.
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Equally important (and incredibly exciting!)
are the innovative partnerships you’re helping
to bring to fruition right now: on page 4 you’ll
discover how your support has welcomed the
expert team at Rewilding Australia into our
fold, a huge step forward in our efforts to halt the
extinction crisis and Regenerate Australia.

Dermot with Rob Brewster, WWF-Australia Rewilding Program
Manager, and previous Director of Rewilding Australia.

The progress you’ve made possible is doubly
impressive because, despite your own
challenges this past year, you’ve stuck with us:
thank you.
That same passion and commitment shone
through like never before for Earth Hour
2021, our collective global show of solidarity
for climate action. This amazing event just
gets bigger, attracting record support across
the globe in March. This sends the loudest
message yet to our global leaders on climate –
and it gives us an even stronger platform from
which to demand the action we urgently
need now.
Your capacity to care is extraordinary!
#TogetherPossible
Yours in conservation,

Regi the koala being released after being treated by Friends of
the Koala Hospital.

Dermot O’Gorman
CEO, WWF-Australia
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YOUR COMMITMENT TO KOALAS
GOES GOLD
Like all of us, Friends of the Koala in Lismore hope
they’ll never see the horrors of the devastating 2019-20
bushfires again. But if they do, they’ll be prepared.
Thanks to your overwhelming support for our most recent
campaign, Friends of the Koala can now go full steam
ahead with their state-of-the-art hospital expansion.
We could burst with pride at what you’ve helped achieve
for our crucial Northern Rivers koala population.
Not only will you DOUBLE the team’s capacity to treat
koalas, but we’re now one step closer to ensuring that no
bushfire affected animal in the region is more than two
hours away from professional medical care by 2025.
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Triumph testing out the world’s first koala
prosthetic foot!

What’s more, the hospital’s innovative design will
minimise environmental impact, work with the natural
gradients, and ensure not one tree is removed – all
highlighting the gold medal standards you’re helping
achieve with this crucial upgrade. What a win! Watch
for more updates soon.

EARTH HOUR: BIGGEST EVER
‘LIGHTS OUT’ FOR OUR PLANET
Every year, hundreds of millions of people worldwide
#SwitchOff and participate in this amazing global
conservation movement. Earth Hour 2021 took on
the challenge of inspiring people to switch off for nature
and care for the one home we all share.
That’s why we are over the moon to report that this
year, incredibly, more countries switched off for Earth
Hour than ever before. This event reverberated
across 97% of our planet, with 190 countries
and territories taking part!
From its launch in Sydney in 2007, Earth Hour has
now truly become a global movement for change. We
can’t thank you enough for standing with communities
everywhere to demand this change and definitive
action on our climate at this pivotal time. As we say …
#TogetherPossible

The steps of Sydney Opera House alight for Earth Hour.
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‘ONCE-IN-A-GENERATION’:
OUR CHANCE TO REVERSE
SPECIES EXTINCTION
Australia is now losing roughly one species
every seven years – a terrible toll that’s only
been made worse by the 2019-20 bushfires. But
out of the ashes comes hope.
That’s why we’re so proud to let you know that
we have welcomed conservation organisation,
Rewilding Australia, to join the WWFAustralia team. Thanks to you, these experts
have now joined our ranks to drive urgent
rewilding projects in Australia, and scale up our
capacity to regenerate landscapes and species.
As WWF-Australia’s new Rewilding Program
Manager, Rob Brewster said:
“Integrating our vision into WWF-Australia’s
innovative wildlife and landscape program,
Regenerate Australia, is a once-in-ageneration opportunity.”
Welcoming their expertise, Darren Grover,
WWF-Australia’s Head of Healthy Land and
Seascapes, commented:

Two eastern quoll pups from Tasmania, that were
reintroduced onto the Mainland in 2018.
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“We must be prepared to take bold
actions, to innovate, and to embrace
new techniques to reverse the
decline of Australia’s wildlife and
wild places. Rewilding is one of
these bold actions.”

The next project in the pipeline includes
expanding our rewilding work to secure the
eastern quoll’s future in Tasmania and on
mainland Australia. These feisty marsupials
play a valuable role in maintaining a healthy
ecosystem, but were extinct in mainland
Australia until 2018. That’s when you first
helped us reintroduce the species at Booderee
National Park.
Excitingly, some of the original quolls
reintroduced to the park were spotted on
camera in November last year, more than 1,000
days since their reintroduction. While the work
to secure their future in the wild on mainland
Australia is challenging and ongoing, your
support has helped demonstrate that they can
survive and breed in the wild when foxes and
other threats are managed. Rob added:
“Reversing local extinctions is never easy, but
we’re excited to be joining the WWF fold to
help end Australia’s extinction crisis.”

Sixty eastern quolls were flown from Tasmania to Jervis Bay
from 2018 to 2019 and released into Booderee National Park.

Read more at wwf.org.au/stillthriving

Meet the first of many
threatened species to be
reintroduced on the Yorke
Peninsula, South Australia
– the woylie. Also known as
brush-tailed bettongs, these
critically endangered animals
play an important role in the
natural ecosystem. As nature’s
gardeners, woylies can turn
over four tonnes of soil and
leaf litter each per year,
allowing water and nutrients
to penetrate deeper into the
soil. They also help disperse
fungi and seeds. Sadly, woylie
populations are locally extinct
on the Yorke Peninsula, but
we’ve begun to turn this
around through your support.
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HOW YOU’RE TURNING THE TIDE ON EXTINCTION
ON THE YORKE PENINSULA

Your commitment is seeing progress - woylies will soon be re-introduced to the Yorke Peninsula following their local extinction.

In 2018 you helped us launch the Marna
Banggara project – renamed to honour the
region’s Traditional Owners, the Narungga
People – to halt the alarming degradation and
species loss on this breathtaking peninsula.

WWF-Australia’s Head of Healthy Land and
Seascapes, Darren Grover said:
“It’s a groundbreaking effort to
put the missing pieces of a healthy
landscape back together. This is a
bold and radical idea, but business
as usual is no longer an option.”
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More than 100 years after the woylie
disappeared from South Australia’s Yorke
Peninsula, your support is helping bring
it back.

The project, our most ambitious rewilding
plan yet, is well underway. Construction of a
23 kilometre predator control fence is nearing
completion. Now the first species, the woylies,
will soon be reintroduced, helping to rebuild
a thriving population once more.
This will be the first of many projects that
can help turn the tide on Australia’s urgent
extinction crisis, and ensure the legacy of unique
landscapes like this for future generations.

Rambo the woylie in the hands of keeper Brett at Adelaide Zoo.

Get the full picture at
wwf.org.au/MarnaBanggara
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